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Briar Chapel Community Association 
Communications Committee 

 
REPORT to the Board June 22, 2022 

Submitted by Bob Lijana, Committee Chair 
 
Website Redesign Project 
The new website’s structure is now completely finished, and all content that is transferable from the 
current website has been copied onto the new website (this includes the missing “D” subfolder which 
was re-created into a “K” folder).  We now are in the process of vetting each page for content, live links, 
flow, accurate information, and spelling & grammar.  This is a task taken on not just by this committee, 
but also by two additional volunteers (Erika Kurtz and Stacey Donelan).  In addition, Liz has put review 
time into this effort to help us out, and Michael is doing so now also.  Thank you all for the extra help. 
 
The website review team has just completed two WordPress training sessions with AndiSites 
(WordPress is the new platform the website is built on).  Since we are all rookies at this, Michael and 
Jeremy put a call out recently to see if someone in the community already has WordPress skills – and 
Laurie Birdsong has offered to help.  Superb.  We are hopeful that in the next two weeks we can have 
the website ready for viewing by the rest of the Board and Kuester so that we can get any final 
recommendations prior to going “live.” 
 
Grant Leonard is continuing to assist by making sure that our website host (SiteGround) is set up 
properly, along with verifying that website backups are sufficient.  This will end up being at a low 
monthly cost to BCCA (already budgeted).  Furthermore, with our ongoing “maintenance fee” to 
AndiSites (also quite small, and budgeted), AndiSites will back up our site daily.  Grant is reaching out to 
Tyler to get more specifics on the pool reservation system so that it can be properly linked and accessed 
on the new website.  Please note that should we switch to a commercial plug-in next season (such as 
Planyo), the new website is already built to handle this. 
 
Technical Support 
Ashley (Kuester) and Grant have worked with AndiSites to map out the flow of information to and from 
the two separate directories needing to be maintained by Kuester (by address) and by BCCA (by name 
and email).  They are making sure that the process is well-defined and understood by all parties.  
Because of the technical underpinnings of the Kuester system compared to the BCCA system, the 
directories will not automatically talk to each other.  Hence there will still be some amount of manual 
entry/checking/purging that Kuester will need to do.  This is likely easily enough handled in the short 
run, but as the townhouses come online we will want to anticipate and plan for a significant increase.  
Liz has been involved with many of these conversations, and can therefore help explain the process to 
the Board as needed. 
 
Timing and Next Steps 
We are still hopeful that the website can be shareable this month.  We also expect that the pool 
reservation system will be easily found (in the same spot) on the new website, and will work identically 
to how it works now.  Assuming so, then it seems we can turn on the new website at the Board’s 
convenience (perhaps in July).  We will want to pick a firm launch date soon (perhaps before the next 
Board meeting) so that the Communications Committee can work with Kuester to get the word out in 
different venues and timing.  We are thinking that this should also include a “how-to” section on the 
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new website (and/or in a mailing) to help residents transition from the current website to the new 
website, and how to navigate the latter. 
 
As noted last month, timing for turning on the new website needs to be coordinated with turning off the 
current website.  We will need to give Association Voice 30-days’ notice, so we need to time everything 
accordingly.  Jeremy has determined that our contract with A/V is month-to-month, so this coordination 
should be relatively straightforward. 
 
Everyone will need to create new log-in credentials on that new system – so we will work with Kuester 
to determine how best to do this (eg, two-week transition period) to help them manage what will likely 
be a large amount of calls at that time.  This consideration is one of many that will dictate when we 
should go “live.” 
 
Strategic Planning Committee 
One of our committee members, Lois Sobel, is also on the Strategic Planning special committee.  She will 
thus be able to guide us in helping that committee with sharing needs and plans with the community.  
We expect that this may result in a new page on the website so residents can find information, add their 
own suggestions, etc., all in the interests of increased transparency and improved communication. 
 
Board Meeting Headline Notes 
We are continuing to take “headlines” from the Board meeting, and getting them quickly to Michael and 
Jeremy for review and then publishing.  Suggestions for improving the value of these notes are 
welcomed any time. 
 
 
 
 
 

Our next meeting is currently scheduled for Tuesday, July 5, 2022 at 5:00 pm. 


